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Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society (PADAWS) 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 
 

 
Mission 

The protection of the bodies, minds and spirits of all African peoples, institutions and our communities. 

To preserve the martial, intellectual and spiritual artifacts and culture of our great traditional systems  

To honor and empower active, fallen, forgotten, imprisoned and wounded warriors of African people.  

 

Justification  

Recognizing continual low intensity warfare and psychological attack from white supremacy and this 

vassals  

 

1. Crisis in Black Youth 

All schools need to have a formalized rites of passage program for young black men and women to 

address the crisis in our community of poor parenting and to expressly improve their self-discipline, self-

reliance, self-confidence, and self-esteem.  However, many instructors have not been trained in this.  It 

behooves PADAWS to find a way to simplify this process. 

 

2. Need for community preparedness black and Latino community interests are not integrated into overall 

disaster management. The goal is to build to build more aware, supported, responsible, connected, and 

functional communities. The events of Hurricane Katrina revealed that this top-down approach to disaster 

preparation resulted in tragic consequences. 

 

3 Community security issue. Recognizing that our communities need to be free from fear and that is from 

actions, images and portrayal of many of our own member as well as from the occupying security force 

known as the police.  1st we must manage the internal issue, youth crime is a component address 

collaboratively with youth training initiatives. The front end is vigilance, communication and confliction 

negotiation, the back end is rehabilitation and economic empower. These initiatives are necessary along 

with using existing legal structures internal policing & special operation to restore order justice and Maat. 

 

4 Need for Promoting African martial culture  

African martial arts have been whitewashed out of history.  We are responsible to place it back in its 

proper place, in the history books, the minds of Afrakan people and the hearts of Afrakan youth.  

 

5. The need for Cultural Self-Identity in martial arts  

Realizing that martial art are expression of a culture. Many Afrakan-descended instructors of Asian 

martial systems need a cultural self-identity training to help them preserve their identity to avoid 

assimilation into the dominant culture of the art.  Part of this training is to understand the Afrakan origins 

and complements of Asian arts (Black Buddha truths and people kung origin of kia) so that one may feel 

comfortable knowing that one’s own culture is equivalent and not lacking.  (This is to avoid the Brue lee 

Roy syndrome of culture loss)  

 



 

  

Vison 
Creation of a Regional warrior societies formed along bands of common cultural values and beliefs. They 

help hold together large societies and prevent unnecessary conflict within regions having multiple 

political entities.  

 

 Ancestral Connection  

Throughout the Afrakan Diaspora there are many African descendent practitioners of martial arts, be it 

Afrakan, Asian, or other types of martial practice.  However, all have a common ancestral connection that 

should be linked and can serve as guidance, empowerment and protection for current and future 

generations.  The Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society is a way for them to attain operational 

unity and a collective identity.    

 

The Porro Society of West Africa is a historical example of a regional society. The modern Masonic 

orders would be the best equivalent of such manhood societies. The Ka Kheper Ra Shule founded the 

Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society. The Shule's ancestral leadership endowment model is 

an implementation of pan-Afrakan diasporic ancestral warrior society spiritual leadership hierarchy (see 

appendix 1 for organizational structure). This warrior society is a union of Afrakan-descended warriors 

who have sworn service to Afrakan people as a whole, following an East Afrakan cultural model under an 

ancestral leadership hierarchy.  This leadership hierarchy is often referred to as the ancestral Djedat 

(Khemetic counsel).   

 

 

History 

This organizational model was the Shule’s answer to a vacuum of leadership in the Afrakan community in 

the West. It fills that vacuum with the ancestral guidance of the great kings, ascended masters, and 

warriors of Afraka, particularly Nubia and Khemet, and also including Axum (Ethiopia) and the Congo. 

As part of this process of re-creating a traditional leadership, the society has taken the ritual process of 

installing its leadership using traditional rites and rituals, holding them accountable to their communities, 

their students, and their ancestors. Through divination, channeling, and voting, matters are arbitrated.  

This body acts as a coordinating and guiding force for the various other schools that participate in the 

society.  Members can participate at different levels, but full membership requires a sworn allegiance 

within the context of traditional Afrakan spiritual practice.  Other regional founding organizations and key 

founding members in 2007 were the Serikali Shule (KY), Montu University (CA) and Ka KhepeRa shule 

(NJ) with urging and support from Mwalimu Mkuu Juma Mshabazi and spiritual assistance from Baba 

Ifakunle .   

 

 

 

 
 

 



Program expression of vison 

Programs (partial description) 
Sqn Initiative Program  Aspect of warriorship Archetype 

1 Youth training a) Youth cultural marital arts 

program(shule) 

b) Rite of passage integration 

model Mystic (Energetic) 

Maturity age set Initiations 

c) Youth cert program 

Division I Martial Arts & Culture 
1 Lineage 

2 Etiquette 

3 Culture, Ritual & Language 
4 Dance Chanting & Drumming 

Secret 

Dance ** 

Totems 

Healing * 

Word ** 

Craft  

2 Community 

preparedness 

/resilience  

a) Community based cert training  

b) Maatic Leadership training  

c) Sustainability training  

Division III Martial Philosophy & 

Spirituality   

9 Becoming a Warrior: Codes, Ethics & 
Service 

10 Warriors & Mysticism 

11 Heroes & Warrior Archetypes 
12 Warrior Organizations : Secret 

Societies to Knighthoods 

Secret 

Totems ** 

Steel 

Healing * 

Word 

Craft ** 

3 Community 

security  

a) Train & manage neighborhood 

watch 

b) Black gun clubs 

c) Internal policing 

       Community bounty 

hunters 

       Drop squad 

d) Special spiritual operations   

Division III Martial Philosophy & 

Spirituality   

9 Becoming a Warrior: Codes, Ethics & 

Service 
10 Warriors & Mysticism 

11 Heroes & Warrior Archetypes 

12 Warrior Organizations : Secret 
Societies to Knighthoods 

Secret ** 

Totems 

Steel ** 

Healing 

Word 

Craft 

4 Promoting 

African 

martial culture 

a) Conference 

b) Historical correction 

c) Cross-Credentialing  

d) Media watch dog  

e) Movies  

f) Tournament  

g) Hall of Fame and 

Establishment of Ongoing 

Ancestral Remembrance 

Division II Martial Science  

5 Grappling , Combat and martial science  

6 Animal Fighting & Totems 
7 Martial Arts, Medicines & Yogic 

Principles 

8 Sticks, Knives & Steel: Tools & 
Weapons  

 

Secret 

Dance  

Totems 

Steel 

Word  

Craft 

5  a) Funeral & interment services   

 



 
1 Youth training  

1C. PADAWS promotes and provides a standard youth Rites of Passage Model designed to be implemented 

in or associated with a martial arts school environment, which enables martial arts instructors to expand 

their curriculum to formerly include a Rites of Passage program. This model can be adopted verbatim, or 

can supplement an existing rites program*.  With the PADAWS model, an instructor new to this aspect of 

student development can facilitate the rites training through the use of the accompanying Instructor Manual. 

(This extended into the energetic initiatory rites for students and parents who are interested) *With a 

PADAWS approved format example (separate document appendix b ) 

 

2 Community preparedness/resilience training  

All men are expected step up when the communities in time of need, but warriors have the responsibility 

of preparing for the time of need by living a lifestyle of readiness and preparation to be always ready in 

that time of need whenever it is. The warrior society address this by promoting and providing community 

emergency response training, disaster prepping and survival training. This ideally administered via Month 

going seminar which warrior leader are expect to lead and teaching in their local communities and martial 

art schools   

 
4 Promoting African martial culture 

Warrior society member do various actives to promote African martial art out of their schools 

They organize promote and support conferences. The write articles, give lectures and make educational 

videos. Some chose to be fighting champions and while other take the battel for proper representation to 

the cinemas  

  
4B. Historical Correction 

Afrakan martial arts have been whitewashed out of history.  We are responsible to place it back in its 

proper place, in the history books, the minds of Afrakan people and the hearts of Afrakan youth.  

 

4C. Cross-Credentialing 

The ideal cross-credential model would grandfather existing practitioners at relative levels of Expert, 

Master, High Master, Grandmaster, and High Grandmaster.  The challenge is to build a credential model 

open and accepting enough using Diop’s principle of common, cultural, Afrakan sub-strata applied to 

martial practice.  The underlying real issue is that there are a lot of charlatan teachers and sub-standard art 

forms being practiced.  The goal of PADAWS is to develop an impeccable association of expert 

practitioners grounded in culture, martial practice, clear thinking, and bound by success. 

 

4 D Awards dinners and hall of fame  

The goal is to recognize and validated our own warriors and s/hero. Many brother and sisters have given 

year upon year of service without much recognition. It is our responsibility to validate and lift up our 

stories, battles, achievements, exemplars, s/hero and elders. This base heavily on Mawanzo in Vitasana   

 

5 Funeral and interment services 

The ancestral warrior Society is dedicated to supporting the proper funeral and internment rights of its 

members. Funeral rites are very important in African tradition in General and is particularly the case in 

the warrior path in which the nature was mortality is always present. These warrior funeral rites are based 

on traditional African culture and are provided, understanding that many of the Warriors of our people 

have gone unrecognized and unsung. We understand this and we make it a point to support each other 

also it is important for us to know that our comrades are properly ascended and not depending on the 

spiritual “support” of our oppressor to “uplift” them. In this way we ensure that they may battel on for the 

community and people the love and served in life 



Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society (PADAWS) 

STRUCTURE 
 

 

Background. 

 As early as the mid-twentieth century, Diasporic Afrakan scholars began the “correction” of history as it 

related to the falsification of Afrakan (and Afrakan Diasporic) history.  From great men like Chancellor 

Williams, George James and Cheikh Anta Diop, to Maulana Karenga, Ivan Van Sertima, Amos Wilson, 

and Jacob Carruthers, these courageous, visionary pioneers began the battles of “intellectual warfare” by 

deconstructing the established, global view of the world that completely misrepresented, diminished or 

denied the creations and achievements of Afrakans.   The next generation – Shaha Mfundishi Maasi, Ahati 

Kilindi Iyi, and Dr. Ed Powe (to name a few) continued the battle by embracing their culture as Afrakans 

and promoting Afrakan martial arts and warrior culture through conferences, books, videos, etc.  PADAWS 

picks up the mantle by organizing the Afrakan martial arts knowledge base and promoting it in a holistic 

fashion.  The society is also developing Afrakan martial arts as an academic discipline. 

 

 PADAWS provides the process for martial arts practitioners of Afrakan descendant to become ancestrally 

recognized Afrakan warriors.   This process begins with ancestral rites, rituals and oaths, but also includes 

information and lectures on the Afrakan contribution to many popular martial arts.  It is the practitioner’s 

choice to further the Afrakanization process by incorporating Afrakan movement and dance training, 

Afrakan energetic yogic practices and initiations, totemic animal initiations and movements, power plants 

and Afrakan warrior deity initiations. 

 

PADAWS’ core is the ancestral warrior shrine (warrior Egun-gun).  These include the great kings, generals 

and ascended master warriors of Afraka, particularly Nubia, Khemet, Axum (East Afraka), the Congo 

(Central Afraka), the Ashanti, the Akan, Benin, and some other Diasporic heroes.  The rituals and rights of 

this shrine were designed specifically to work with and empower warriors and leaders of the Afrakan 

Diasporic community today.  The allegiance of PADAWS is to the shrine, which in itself has and continues 

to devote its power (moyo, ah-shay, kia) to the mission of serving, protecting and uplifting Afrakan people. 

 
Warrior Society Matriculation 

 

“Paladinized” empowered initiated warriors 

 

Warriors receive initiation but never required to become priest 

They receive initiations leveraging their loyalty to the Linage shrines of the society 

 

Mene Netch receive an ancestral warrior Egungun shrine 

Mtu fundi are scratched to the warrior Egungun linage 

Sr Mtu Mfundi are scratched and present to the elemental forces (facilitating their element martial arts) 

Mkalenga 1 receive an elemental shrine (Nkisi) & Maat scratch (from linage Maat) 

Sr. Mkalenga receive Knife and emblem of Maat (from linage Maat) 

Mtu Mkalenga have full Maat shrine and training but not necessary priest of Maat 

Mpafundishi /Imfundishi receive scratch to linage Amon/ Olokun 

Sr. Mpafundishi/Imfundishi are traditionally ritually enstooled as chiefs 

Linage heads receive special rites and are known to have special Amon &/or Olokun shrine 

 

  



Membership  
*Membership is open to women. * by divination like the men  

 
PADAWS’ membership is composed of various, individual, Afrakan-centered, martial artists and schools 

that have been accepted as meeting the criteria of service, leadership, maturity, and Afrakan-centeredness. 

This warrior society is based on service to the community and fulfilling the warrior functions in a 

community.  The members do not themselves have to practice Afrakan martial arts per se, but do have to 

be Afrakan-centered in their martial service to the community.  In this way, brothers of different martial 

practices have a common social space to organize their service for their community within an Afrakan-

centered context. It also provides a hierarchical rank & title structure based around years of service and the 

study of Afrakan concepts.  

 

 The title-rank structure has the same base names as the Upatano Ngumi rank structure except that the 

title refers to the society ranking and level service mastery, not to Afrakan martial skill.  For example, a 

third Dan martial arts school leader would be an Mtufundi of the Warrior Society, but not a Mfundi of a 

particular Afrakan martial system. Therefore a brother with twenty years as a national karate master who 

has been teaching the youth, running neighborhood watches and being a pillar of a community may receive 

the society rank, responsibility and benefits (ancestral command, elemental authority, etc.) of a Pan Afrakan 

Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society Mkalenga (assuming appropriate studies and initiations.)   To 

transition to a full Malenga of the Warrior Society the person would have also to complete Bridge African 

martial training and academic and cultural study with any recognized African centered institution (for 

example Amen-Ra Theological Seminary), school or recognized elder of the list topics. Consequently, the 

titles are more than honorific but in effect also reflect initiatory level. 

 

 

 

  



Warrior society calendar  

 

Seq Month  Social  Kung kia topics  

May be adjusted 

Disaster Prep/CERT  

May be adjusted 

1 6 Martial camps  hero journey   Crowd control  

2 7 Martial camps Energy accounting Summer survival 

/edible herds 

3 8 Martial camps Energy mgmt. & warriorship Water purification 

gathering etc. 

4 9 Warrior gathering  Journey into light Archery/hunting  

5 10 Warrior gathering Initiation Canning food/preserving  

6 11 Warrior gathering 2nd attention Bug out bag review  

7 12  Mas Heru/Djedi/kwanza Death & dying & rebirth Winter survival 

8 1 Training Cultural & our practice 1st aid  

9 2 Black history month  Ki-chi Gun defense & use  

10 3 Training  Chakara  Knife Tool & defense  

11 4 Training Perception Decon/NBC training  

12 5 Remembrance day 

(Memorial) 

The world, connection & 

accessibility  
Planting/gardening  

 

Martial camps June  
The society of inner art usually host the mid-west Afrakan & Indonesian Gung fu retreat Ohio 

 

ALTRiv   Afrikan Leadership Training Retreat  http://ankobea.org/altr/ 

 

Martial camps July  
Montu Invitational usually host Survival Retreat California  

 

Martial camps august  
TUF System usually host the trek climb and train at Bear Mountain NY (or some other tough spot) 

 

Warrior gathering September 
Vita Saana African Martial Arts & Combative Sciences usually host a martial arts awards and entertainment banquet  

 

Warrior gathering October  
The Tamerrian institute usually host the world martial art conference Detroit  

 

Mas Heru/Djedi/kwanza 

Temple of Anu usually host Mas Heru & the rising of the DJed column 

 

Black history month 
Shakajutsu Nirperu warrior academy usually Kemetic Masters of The Martial Arts Harlem NYC 

 

 

Decoration / Remembrance Day  
Decoration Day (Memorial Day). 1865. "Thousands of black Charlestonians, most former slaves, conducted a series of commemorations to 
declare their sense of the meaning of the war. During the final year of the war, the Confederates had converted the planters’ horse track, the 
Washington Race Course and Jockey Club, into an outdoor prison. Union soldiers were kept in horrible conditions in the interior of the track; at 
least 257 died of exposure and disease and were hastily buried in a mass grave behind the grandstand. Some twenty-eight black workmen went 
to the site, re-buried the Union dead properly, and built a high fence around the cemetery. They whitewashed the fence and built an archway 
over an entrance on which they inscribed the words, 'Martyrs of the Race Course.' Then, black Charlestonians in cooperation with white 
missionaries and teachers, staged an unforgettable parade of 10,000 people on the slaveholders’ race course.  
 

Local events & missing man tables & ritual in various locations  

 

Red table ritual: to be announce during time of need and/or community emergency 
 

http://ankobea.org/2010/06/afrikan-leadership-training-retreat/
http://ankobea.org/altr/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Memorial-Day/105979472766273?directed_target_id=0


 

Warrior archetypes  

The Upatano Akhuti system is founded on 

and encompasses an African martial 

philosophy and science, which is grounded in 

African cosmology and spirituality. It 

promotes and trains the highest and holistic 

ideals of the African warrior tradition from the 

diaspora. The Upatano Akhuti system uses the 

Paut Neter of Khemetic culture, the Kung 

activation of num, the Nubian process of 

Apedemak, and the Yoruba Golden Chain as 

base components around which to organize its 

warrior paths. Upatano Akhuti teaches 

African warrior culture from a pan-African 

context. The system promotes training, 

fitness, personal healing, and social healing 

through dance, health, ritual, and service in 

social action. The system is organized by 

seven groupings for training and 

development, i.e., occupational specialty. 

This organization also includes the sacred 

animal systems, which are traditional African 

cultural icons for the grouping and 

interpretation of particular principles and 

psychological components (see Table 11.3).   

  

  

Table 11.3. Upatano Akhuti martial system of the Ka Kheper Ra Shule 

Scope Upatano Khemetic Yoruba 

Linear problem-solving, analytical information-gathering, 

and tricks 

Secret Inpu             Elegba 

Rhythm, music, art, and dance Dance Het-Hert Oshun 

Leadership, organization, and synthesis/balance Totems Heru Shango 

Martial and physical development Steel Heru Bes-hetep Ogun 

Health, healing, and wholeness Healing Auset & Ma’at Yemaya 

Culture, lore, and wisdom/strategy Word Djehuti Orunmila 

Mysticism and spirituality (curvilinear/nonlinear problem-

solving, deep multi-level unity: arts and sciences) 

Craft Ausar/Nubian: Apedemak 

the Lion King 

Obatala 

  

In our organization, we often refer to the Khemetic model, oriented strongly within the Kung and Kushite 

structure. Also, in our organization, hero archetypes are frequently associated with animal totems. We 

organize these archetypes into the following major seven paths of warrior service : 

  



(1) The intellectual path is known to us as Inpu, the logical, clever intelligent agent that focuses 

information and discrimination. He is a warrior model that is best understood as being similar to the agent 

who gathers information and efficient techniques, who neutralizes opponents, and engages in quick 

finishing moves or assassination. 

  

(2) This is the path of the artist. Oshun (aka Het Heru) known as an artistic -- dancing -- warrior. He is 

best personified as the martial artist as an artist, avoiding contact unless necessary and often using sweet 

words, wit, social skills, and deception to disarm an opponent or escape from a situation. Practitioners 

who have feline totems often walk the path of Oshun. Evasiveness and finesse are the hallmarks of Oshun 

as well as and the principle of "beautiful but deadly" (often seen in snakes and felines). 

  

(3) Heru is the hero model of pure classical, direct leadership. The model represents mastery of the lower 

animal selves.  Its focus is the balance of aggression and compassion, the synthesis of logic and 

practicality with intuition and emotion. 

  

(4) Herukhuti is the path of steel – the “Disciple of Steel,” discipline, and toughness. This path involves 

intense physical development and conditioning, like mesznet (Nubian iron-body) training. Herukhuti 

represents the development of high levels of personal power, will, and spirit. The key to this archetype is 

the balance of law and reciprocity. Compassion is here, but it is in the form of tough love. This archetype 

is seen in the ideal martial guru sergeant, a knowledgeable and pragmatic warrior who, though not overly 

theoretical or intellectual, has a wealth of war wisdom, practical understanding, and honed instincts. 

  

(5) The heart-healing path is of the heart, health, holism, and healing. This path is often associated with 

Auset and Ma’at. In the archetypes of Western psychologist Jung, Auset-Ma’at is the great mother. On 

this path, the African warrior seeks to heal his opponent. He understands his opponent’s aggression and 

“evil” as being a simple malady to be cured, a positive intent to be redirected. On this path, the African 

warrior sees love as the answer. This path has a strong focus on herbalism and symbolic magic. 

  

(6) The sage warrior archetype is the path of Djehuti. It is the scholar-warrior model, a path focusing on 

wisdom and insight. This is the path that most people think of as the classical scholar-warrior who is both 

scholar-general and warrior. This path also focuses greatly on the use of wisdom and strategy over brute 

force; it practices neutralizing the opponent with minimal physical force and minimal conflict. 

  

(7) The mystical warrior archetype -- Ausar -- is concerned with occult power and psychic ability. The 

path of the mystical warrior is the path of the student of occult science. This path takes the form of the 

wizard kings who are intellectual and mystic, yet practical and grounded in the physical realities of the 

competitive martial world. This path deals with the development of psychic ability as well as physical 

ability. 

  

Synergy: African culture has a number of warrior divinities. These divinities represent the ideal 

expression of different levels and aspects of being an African warrior. This ideal is a balancing and a 

merging of archetypes into superlative combinations of wisdom, power, and martial pragmatism. This 

ideal balance is represented in our system by the Neter construct of Montu. 

  

The Montu Path 

The Montu path is the path of the highest realization of a warrior. It is the path of the enlightened martial 

master. It is the path of a solar warrior god. Montu is the ascended understanding of being an African 

warrior. It is the triple major of material, mental, and mystic martial mastery. The falcon-headed Heru 

symbolizes leadership and vision. The solar disk of Ra symbolizes power, and the double plumes of 

Amon symbolize insight, wisdom, and, specifically, the mastery and understanding of the hidden 

principles of existence. 

 



  

 

Warrior Society 

 Oath of Service, Duty and Responsibility 

Here, before and by, 

In the presence of the Omnipotent Power (Nye Gyum/Ra) of the Universal Living Creator, 

In the presence of the Divine Forces (Neter, Nkisi Orisha, Abosom, etc.),  

In the presence of the Venerated Ancestors and Revered Elders, Masters of the Way, Warriors of Af-Ra-Ka and Our 

Comrades in Arms, 

 

In the mission of this Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society  

(Commonly known as Shuja Shemus or the Ancestral Warrior Society) 
And the mission of the liberation and upliftment of Afrakan people 

And promotions of equity in human relationships 
 

I do hereby proclaim and solemnly swear with my mouth, heart and hand, 

To lead and to follow,  
To serve and to teach, 

To speak and to be silent, 
To do and to let be,  
To come and to go, 

I hereby pledge to wield the Spear of Awareness, Perception, and Clarity 

I hereby pledge to wield the Spear of Responsibility and Self-knowledge 

I hereby pledge to wield the Spear of Love and Proper Relations 

I hereby pledge to wield the Spear of Reflection 

 

To serve and support the Society’s Leadership 

And to support and address the needs of Our Community 

Particularly the allied Egbes, Shules, Kanisa, Iles & Temple kin  

In need or in plenty,  
In peace or in war,  
In living or in dying, 

 

I enter into this organization called the Pan-Afrakan Ancestral Diasporic Warrior Society  

A “Porro”/Shemsu of the Upatano lineage 

With open eyes and straight tongue 

I make this sacred and solemn oath  

Answering my peoples call, and my leaderships 

Taking charge of my post and duties  

And forsaking foreign obligation 

 I take this commitment, accepting my responsibilities and consequences 

So say I, 

  



Warrior society Mka-lenga (master) title Knowledge base  

 

 Bridge martial training & techniques (video/lessons)     Shule 

 Academic/cultural knowledge        ARTS 
  Ancient Khemetic Religion (History/Culture/ Theology) 
  Congregational Challenge& Solution (leadership/management) 
  Prophets and Prophetess (leadership) 

African warrior spirituality and philosophy (Theology) 

 

 Spiritual initiations & rites (w/teachings & experience requirements)   PADWS 

  Ancestral evocation (taha, Ota, staff) 

  Warrior lineage Kherheb (lineage spear option)    public record 

  Totem invocation, required (totem fetish option) 

  Elemental presentation lvl3 & empowerment w lesson (Nkisi/Osain-option)  

  Rank 6 Men Akhu , Mwlimu Akhu (initiator /teacher  of stable light) 

  

Warrior society Mka-lenga (one having mastery) title  

 Spiritual initiations & rites (w/teachings & experience requirements)  PADWS 

             Ancestral evocation 

  Warrior lineage Kherheb (linage spear option)    public record 

  Totem invocation (optional) 

  Elemental presentation & empowerment w lesson (Nkisi/Osain-option)  

  Rank 6 Men Akhu , Mwlimu akhu (initiator /teacher  of stable light) option 

 

 

 
 

 

 

  



 Ka Kheper Ra Divine Ideal initiatory Progression 

Open foundational 

Intermediate Lvl & oaths required 

Advance practitioner 

  

Ashram Egbe Kanisa Ile 
 

Num 
right-Hand 
Path 

Kia 
Left-Hand 
Path  

Ancestral  
Right-Hand Path 

Kong Elementalism 
Left-Hand Path 

Celestial 

light  
Right 

Celestial  

Mana 
Left- 

      

Mediation 1 Kung ra 1     

  Ancestral emblem 1    

Noble light 1 Tantra 1 

(optional) 

    

  Ancestral Scratch (*) 

&/ Ancestral maturity 

rites 

   

Mystic 

Energetic 

maturity  

Kung ra 2     

Noble light 2  Eshu A &/E-Maturity rite 

Ethically Required for   

Elemental Rituals  

  

 Tantra 2 

(optional) 

Ancestral full pot   Warriors 

complete 

Magical 

Adept 

 Kung ra 3 Egbe shrine Element nkisi 0ri sorcerer 

Noble light 3 Light 

body1 

   ifa 

devotee 

 1 Hand 

Wizards 

 

 Tantra 3     

 Light 

body2 

Ancestral priest 1 Nkisi priest Orisha 

priest  

Mage/ 

Samadhi Light 

body3  

Egbe/Osian/ other 

spirit priest hoods 

Qsian/Ogboni & 

other earth magic 

/Oso-iyami 

Ifa priest 

2Hands 

Arch 

Magi 

 

All columns can progress down as a singular Practice/system but it is not advised. The Num Kia path is 

the best suited and most stable for single path work It is ideal to initiate left to right and top to bottom. In 

the manner every new module is supported and stabled the previous lateral and vertical components. This 

is the ideal model but a student’s past and current practices, aptitudes and situations may modify their 

entrance and progression.   

Left-hand path and right-hand path 

 In Tantra, the Right-Hand Path, or RHP, is seen as a definition for those magical groups that follow 

specific ethical codes and adopt social convention, while the Left-Hand Path adopts the opposite attitude, 

espousing the breaking of taboo and the abandoning of set morality. 

Priest in this context serve a divinity  

Wizards server who or what they chose. They are not “evil” but their power is not deity source. 

 

 

  



Spiritual development sequence 
 

The foundation teachings and practices are based around the Ki Kung energy practices of the ancient san 

people.  These energy practices such as meditation, breathing, and body movement (tai chi , yoga ,etc.) 

ground one’s sense of awareness, stabilize the mind, and strengthen one‘s concentration.  As one moves 

further one develops a greater sensitivity of energy and generally learns how to improve the physical and 

emotional self. (Self-healing) This is a foundational level that all practitioners should have and adds 

greater stability to one’s later practice. 

 

The second tier is a continuation of this ki chi energy practice in which one develops and expanded sense 

of self- awareness and understanding of space, time, and higher dimensionality.  In this level deep 

emotional and some karmic healing happens. In the mid to later parts of this second-tier practice users 

begin to interface with allies and other entities.  Also, their repertoire of energetic skills and proficiencies 

grow.  This altogether in our practice prepares one for the beginning of ancestral energetic work where 

one starts working with clearing and healing inherited emotional traumas and starts the awakening of 

ancestral memories.  

 

The third recommended stage is the ancestral embrace where practitioners receive an consecrated 

ancestral shrine (an active spiritual link beyond a symbolic alter).  This can be done earlier, but the 

advantage of having developed an energy awareness and a solid energy practice allows these practitioners 

to better sense the presence of ancestors and have an expanded energetic interaction with ancestral spirits.  

Also, this shrine level augments the previous energetic practice as ancestral allies can be brought into the 

energetic healing of clients or self, and is particularly useful in healing inherited emotional trauma.  At the 

same time this level gives the general benefits of having an ancestral shrine such as support, good fortune, 

spiritual intercession, etc.  This basic ancestral shrine level and proficiency of practice is also 

recommended before one explores the paths of power medicine and/or the path of warrior totems and /or 

the elementals.  In the case of power medicine like Ayahuasca, Iboga, Psilocybin, Mescaline, peyote, and 

others, having an ancestral connection gives one additional support when one crosses over and is working 

with altered states of consciousness and in other realms.  And is helpful in guiding the experience as well 

as ensuring that the practitioner is returned safely home.  Similarly, in the case of warrior totems an 

ancestral shrine helps reinforce a person’s connection to their humanity and thus works to prevent the 

practitioner becoming lost in the spirit of their totem.  With the elementals the ancestral energies act as a 

buffer against these raw forces which often can be destructive and/or unruly.   

As a whole these three levels (Mediation, ki force and one ancestral) act as our precautionary and 

preparatory practices before the higher paths of power are pursued.   

 

  



Mystic (Energetic) Maturity age set Initiations 

 

Usually interpreted as rite of passages also knows as life transits. These initiation mark important 

development transitional periods in a person's stage of life. Generally, rite of passage celebrates external 

transit points and prepare them for their new roles.  We extend that definition to include rituals and 

ceremonies that help adults’ transition to new life roles along the path of adulthood – all the way into 

meaningful Eldership verse “Oldership”.  External transits are birth, puberty, marriage, having children, 

and death.  The Internal transits in the Kheper maturity system is base and focuses around a 7-year 

physical mental development process. The under-laying principle is that development particulate the 

mental and spiritual can continue on similar to the first puberty cycle every 7(and/or9) years assuming the 

proper physical mental and spiritual nutrition and stimuli are provided. In the mystic manhood and 

womanhood there are major sets of internal initiations which systemically activate and awaken the 

person’s potentials and to slowly expand the being’s divine capacity over a life time. 

 

Unlike rite of passage that celebrate and/or prepare for external transit points and provides the space for 

the community to transmit its core values and confer the role responsibilities appropriate to the initiate’s 

stage of life which general cannot be easy combined, learned or preformed retroactively.  These expanded 

capacities and abilities are cumulative and thought best activated at their ideal age can be activated later. 

These initiations act as a secondary “psycho spiritual” puberty to active dormant abilities. In the Kung 

cosmology this is known as “being grown up by the Num”. A prolonged spiritual of maturity enhanced by 

energetic force. These initiations are more akin to spiritual braces emphasizing slow safe development 

compare to some of the faster empowerment found in many of Eastern and/or ATR system.  

 

The focus is around gaining a better connection to self in the good, the bad, the scary and 

the ugly and others in the same aspects. One must fin d peace in self before they can be at 

peace with anyone else. Psych spiritual maturity involves not just a deepening of the 

spiritual self, but also a deepening of the psychological self.  The ancient Khemetic 

understood this and depicted it in the internal  psycho spiritual ruler ship battel of Seth 

representing the darker or selfish animal instincts and drive verse Heru representing the 

higher will and values. It is only when both at properly integrated does the king 

(representing the person and community) flourish.   

 

Warrior must have these rites to help balance the intrinsic darkness and insecurity of the 

path of the warrior path. A Mkalenga is require to be a Mystic Maturity Master (rank 6) in 

the Mene Ahku system. They initiate the young warriors and prepare them for the 

challenges of their role and level as move from dealing with person pain and lost to issue of 

ego relationship balancing, leadership and communal responsible.  

 

 

 
Know they self, (all of you and balance and integrate  yourself) Smai Tawi 



  

Warrior Energy requirement 

 

Titles Men-Necht Mtu/Mfundi Mka/Malenga 
Sr. Mka 

/Malanga 
Mfundishi Sr. Mfundishi 

Maturity 

rites 
Age 18 Age 21  Age set 35 Age set 39 Age set 45 Age set 52 

Kong Ki  

Emerald 

lineage lvl 

1 Diamond 

mind 

Kung Ra lvl-2 

Adept jr  

Kung Ra lvl 3  

 

Rank 6 Men 

Akhu>melanin 

activation 

Emerald 

lineage 

level 2 

Patron of 

light 

Emerald 

lineage level 

3 celestial 

lord 

Master of 

light 

 

Informal 

Tummo 

breathing 

Cosmic palm  
Mene akhu  

Dogon ways 

Jr. Mystic 

maturity 

master 

Body of 

light  
Amon Kia 

 

 

Kung ki : Culturally the Kung Ra-ki system orientates its legacy from the Kung -Ancient Khoisan (San) 

energy work system of the Kung people of the Kalahari.  It also has contributions from the Kemetic(a 

culture founded with Kung people) and the Dogon which are later legacy systems that layered on top of 

the archaic Ki Kung system, integrating the teachings of the Ra philosophy and structurally, the Ra Ki 

system is similar to Reiki 

 

Diamond mind: A path of spiritual Self-actualization via career. Require Basic to intermediate meditation 

to continue to power the field. It is a way of enhancing the rational mind and is a foundation to prepare for 

Siddhi It’s a lifestyle of personal challenge to create and expand harmony and peace (inner first) into the 

world (or at least insulate yourself).  It is in a category called the householder path of the yogi. The modern 

path of the householder is someone who has a job and a family or in other words is engaged in an earthly 

life, but also has a spiritual practice. It means, to the best of your ability take care of your health; deal with 

stressors to eliminate them; live for higher values; sit daily and meditate to tame your mind; learn to 

communicate and work things out with friends’ spouse and community so love can flow; train your children 

and other youth by sharing these tools; support growing consciousness among a group of similarly inclined 

people; and try to teach and uplift others. 

 

Patron Light: are practitioners who’s expanding the good in the world the harmony as part of their service 

they have developed their wealth and power. They wield their power and wealth with impeccability to 

serve the world to make the diamond better.  In modern times these people often take the form of social 

entrepreneurs and philanthropist. Business and politics with Academia occasionally are usually the forge 

that refine their metal. 

 

Celestials: are purposely consciously focusing metaphysical powers to effect economic and geopolitical 

events. Originally designed to increase crop harvests and fertility in a community but can be applied to 

decreased crime rates and various social factors.  Example {Washington crime study shows 23.3% drop in 

violent crime trend due to meditating group- A two-month national demonstration project conducted in 

Washington, D.C., showed how a coherence-creating group of TM-Sidhas can reduce crime and social 

stress and improve the effectiveness of government. -}   



Ancestral Society insignia (7.v) 

 

The Red Cross chest scarf represents the ancestral warrior(s) that walk with wearer & fire up their heart 

The shoulder scarf represents the ancestral that with and around the wearer (initiate) 

 

Egbe shoulder sash  

red shoulder sash with 2 white shells if ancestral staff 

red shoulder sash with 9 white shells if emblem 

red shoulder sash with +2 tiger shell if ziggy Mayombe  

red shoulder sash with +7 tiger shell if scratch Mayombe  

red shoulder sash with +7 white shells if pot  and options of small pouch  w/ ase from pot  

red shoulder sash with 21 white shells if Egungun priest (includes 9 from emblem)  

red shoulder sash with 11 tiger shell if full Mayombe (includes 7 from scratch)  

 

Egbe sash 12’ wide 90 inches long  

 

Warrior society insignia (3.v)  

 

Knife on left forearm   hilt down    Warrior 

Red handkerchief on left  membership   Oath taken 

Red belt with knot on left graduate warrior  Commission Received 

Red belt with knot on left  graduate warrior   Mene-Netch(stable protector )    

Red belt with knot on left ancestral warrior   Mtu-pa-Netch (ancestral protector)   

Red single shoulder scarf  Ancestral Shriner   Egbe member    

Red Cross chest scarf  Warrior Shriner    Shrine received (level) indicated by shell number 

Red raffia on left arm  Ancestrally Sanctioned      Scratched  

Red lapa   warrior leader    field marshal /Commander  

    

   

Scratches, Ranks & level v2 
Dscrp Position  Name of rite Role/rank Title   Degree 

+ Hand  oathing Apprentice Kira oath 0 

Na NA Linage holder  Ranked warrior Mene-Netch Shrine  1 

/// Forearm  Captain 

scratch 

Shule /warrior 

leader 

Mfundi Scratch 

Egungun 

3 

+ Chest R/L 

F/B 

Captains 

Court  

Sr Captain  Sr Mfundi Geb 4 

Ƒ /͞¬ Bicep Feather/wing Kernel  Malenga Maat 5 

 Bicep Emblem 

holder 

Commander  Sr Malenga Maat 6 

Special Special Judge  Special  Mtu Malenga /  

Hem Netre Maat 

Maat 7 

* Shoulder Star of 

command  

Commodore 

Scratch 

Mfundishi /Pa 

Mfundishi 

Amon 

/Olukon 

8 

Special Special Enstooled  War chief  Sr. Mfundishi multi 9 

Special Special Enstooled 

System head 

rite 

Sr. War chief  

System head 

System/linage head 

(singular)  

Linage 

parent 

shrines 

 

9+ 

 

 



Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Society (PADAWS) 

 

HIERARCHY 
PADAWS INITIATION STRUCTURE 

Ancestral Warrior 

Title 

Generic 
Rank  

Requirement 

Maturity  

age set 

Initiations 

Required ancestral/ 

divinity 
Initiation 

Vestment 

Kira Green Belt  Blood oath proclamation  Warrior Fetish Necklace 

Sen-Ur Kira Brown belt   core Ancestral fighting staffs 

Mtupa-Netch/ Black Belt Minimum  

Age sets 18 

Warrior Responsibility 

ancestral train lvl 1v 

Ancestral Warrior Shrine 

Sen-Ur / Mtupa-Netch  2nd Dan Informal 

Tummo 

breathing 

Service oath &Washing of 

feet; bending of neck 

Oathing Sword* 

Mtufundi 

(At this rank, it is recommended 

{but not required} that the 

candidate receive a Warrior Set.) 

3rd Dan Minimum  

Age sets 21 

Cosmic palm 

Scratched to PADAWS 

shrine 

ancestral training lvl 2 

(w/totems) 

Captain Level Scratch (3) 

Sen-Ur Mtufundi 4th Dan Minimum  

Age 28 

4 element scratch shoulders 

 elemental training lvl 1 

Captain Level Scratch (3) 

upgrade 

 Captain Level Scratch (3) 

intake 

Mkalenga 

(At this rank, it is recommended 

that the candidate receive  Hand 

of Heru-Ur 

5th Dan Minimum 35 & 

Goddess white 

Tantra proj 1& 

 Nkisi of elementals 

(master their element) 

(require previous 4 shoulder scratch)        

Emblem of Maat /whisk 

Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) upgrade 

Ra-kia lvl 3 

Master 

Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) intake*** 

With the 4 shoulder scratches  

Rank 6 Men 

Akhu> 

elemental training lvl 2 Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) upgrade w/ 

elemental shrine  

 Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) intake w/ 

elemental shrine  

 Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) intake 

 w/ Mfumbi Nkisi 

 Colonel Scratch (3+2=5) upgrade 

 w/ Mfumbi Nkisi 

Sen-Ur Mkalenga 

 

6th Dan Age min 39 Knife ritual & ritual 

from Ogun/ Zarbanda/ Heru 

khuit 

Commander Scratch 3+2+M/O=7 

upgrade 

Jr. Mystic 

maturity master 

Commander Scratch 3+2+M=6 

intake 

Mtu-Mkalenga 7th Dan Age min 42 Shrine full Maat Commodore Scratch (7) 

upgrade 

Sr. Mystic 

maturity master 

Commodore Scratch (7) 

intake 

Mpafundishi 8th Dan Age min 45 
Body of light 

 PADAWS lineage shrine & 

Enstoolment &  

Nekhakha ,Stool & shrine 

Chieftaincy ritual 

Sen-Ur Mpafundishi 

(At this rank, it is recommended 

that the candidate receive the 

Obatala or Montu shrine) 

9th Dan Minimum  

Age sets 52 

Ki ka Amon 

Rite of Elevation  Discussion Required 

*Candidate can request a custom blade for sword provided it is acceptable to his martial superior and presiding priest 

**Candidate must be already scratched (or made to a traditional, Afrakan shrine) in order to receive 

***Intake means a person new to that title group without previous initiations  

 



 

 

PADAWS Titles Definitions 

 

Titles 

The PADAWS initiations present titles to the recipient.  Ranks are declarations of skill, accomplishment, 

and position in an organization; they are common in most martial arts systems. However, titles are 

different. A title may require a level of skill as a prerequisite, but it also comes with responsibilities and 

benefits. Titles usually reflect social/spiritual position and social/ spiritual responsibility.  

 

Kira 

This is the initial title in PADAWS; it is like the rank of an entered apprentice.  A candidate for this title 

has basic knowledge of martial arts and the associated etiquettes.  The fundamental responsibilities of a 

Kira are loyalty to his/her superiors, teach ability and obedience.  A Kira will be exposed to secrets that are 

to be kept, and is to see and not speak.  At the initiation, the Kira candidate will take a blood oath, pledging 

their allegiance to their teacher (usually on teacher shrine) and the Ancestral Warrior Society mission of 

service and his/her own self-development, and will receive a Warrior Fetish Necklace. Spiritually advance 

Kira initiates may also receive their own lineage shrine initially and later be promoted as their marital & 

cultural knowledge grows.  

 

Sen-Ur  

“Sen-Ur” is a Khemetic prefix that means “greater brother.”  For our purposes, a Sen-Ur is a more senior 

practitioner.  It is expected that he/she is more capable at fulfilling the duties, responsibilities and 

expectations of the given title. 

 

Mtutpa-Netch 

This name transliterates from Medu Neter to mean, “One who is an example/form of an ancestral protector” 

with connotation of making whole (healing), and or covering/shielding. Candidates for this title should have 

“Black Belt” equivalent skills. Members who have received this title often (in ceremony or ritual) wear a 

red chord around their waist knotted on the left. If and when received and appropriate their Oathing sword 

is worn on left behind the knot. Mtupa-Netch are initiated ancestral warriors/protectors.  The responsibilities 

and obligation of a Mtutpa-Netch extends outside the martial arts school into the local African diasporaic 

community.  It is expected that an Mtutpa-Netch will participate in neighborhood watch programs, rites of 

passage programs, lightweight security detail for cultural and social programs, and generally support the 

well-being of their community.  An Mtutpa-Netch is proactive in recognizing injustices and social wrongs 

in their community, and are responsible for responding constructively. They are obligated to support (but 

not serve) traditional Afrikan authority (outside their community). During the second stage initiation, the 

candidate will take a sword oath of service. Mtutpa-Netch (ancestral protector) are equivalent to the 

Upatano title MeneNetch except that MeneNetch are martially & culturally trained in African martial arts.  

 

Mtutfundi 

This name transliterates from Swahili to mean, “One who is an example/form/image of a craftsman or 

expert.vi”  It correlates to the Swahili title of Mfundi (Craftsman).  It is the 3rd title group, and candidates 

for this title must have 3rd Dan Black Belt equivalent skills in martial arts, warriorship, leadership, etiquette, 

and culture. The responsibilities outside the martial arts school include being a role model and being socially 

and culturally active.  An Mtutfundi is proactive in recognizing injustices and social wrongs in their 

community, and is responsible for responding constructively in an organized manner. They take the Oath 

of Teachers and are scratched to the Pan-Afrakan Diasporic Ancestral Warrior Shrine.  Mtutfundi are social 

resources available to the community, clan or congregation. It is expected that an Mtutfundi will be a leader 

in neighborhood watch programs, rites of passage programs, security details for cultural and social 

programs and perform other necessary tasks.  

 



                                                                              
Mkalenga  

This name transliterates from Swahili to mean, “One who has the spirit of focus or master.” It correlates to 

the Swahili title of Maulana and the Kupigana Ngumi title of Malenga. It is the 4th title group, and 

candidates for this title must have 5th Dan Black Belt equivalent skills in martial arts, warriorship, 

leadership, etiquette, spirituality and culture.  A Mkalenga is a spiritual guide and protector of their students 

and subordinates. Their responsibilities outside the martial arts school include being a role model and being 

socially and culturally active. They are the archetype for the senior, grounded, cultural, spiritual, Afrakan 

warrior who have been touched by higher wisdom and have expanded their mastery beyond the physical 

weapons. They receive priestly and or wizard initiations via elemental, ancestral and Nkisi forces that 

extend the scope of their abilities martial and otherwise (within the systems or may also already have other 

equivalent ATR initiations). They are spiritual warriors with offensive and defensive abilities.  They take 

the Oath of Scales and Judgment and are defenders of Maat.  An Mkalenga is proactive in recognizing 

injustices and social wrongs in their community, and is responsible for responding constructively in an 

organized, balanced manner.  Mkalenga are social resources available to the community, clan or 

congregation. It is expected that an Mkalenga will be an organizer /leader in neighborhood watch programs, 

rites of passage programs, cultural and social programs, security details, and other necessary missions.  

 
Mpafundishi 

This name transliterates from Swahili to mean, “One who has the flame/essence as a great teacher.” This is 

a grand master title. It correlates to the Swahili title of Mfundishi. It is the 5th rank group, and candidates 

for this title must have 8th Dan Black Belt equivalent skills in martial arts, warriorship, leadership, strategy, 

etiquette, spirituality and culture. An Mpafundishi is a spiritual guide and protector of their students and 

subordinates. They are responsible for the strategic and divinational leadership of their schools and often 

their community.  They are responsible for the senior system initiations and promotions. They are tasked 

with building and defending Afrakan people and culture at an institutional or regional level. They deal with 

issues of continuity and sustainability. Their responsibilities outside the martial arts school include being a 

role model as well as being a social, spiritual and cultural leader and advisor. They are the archetype for the 

strong elder, a very senior grounded, cultural, spiritual, Afrakan warrior who is steeped in ancestral wisdom 

and power. They are caretakers of tradition of the ancestral shrines. They support and defend the 

communities’ spirit and ancestral self.   They take the Oath of the Stars and are traditionally “Enstooled”. 

{They receive a system/linage shrine that covers all the member of the system and school(s)} An 

Mpafundishi is proactive in recognizing injustices and social wrongs in their community, and is responsible 

for responding constructively in an organized, balanced, wise, and spiritually correct manner.  Mpafundishi 

are social resources available to the community, clan or congregation. It is expected that an Mpafundishi 

will be an organizer/leader in cultural and social programs and institutions.  

  



 

 

 

Ancestral Rituals Explained 
 

Oath of Fidelity                                        

This oath makes the person an affiliate member of the AWS.  By it being a blood oath, it shows the 

participant’s seriousness to commit to practicing and preserving their traditional way of life.  This does not 

require the individual to be a fully trained warrior, nor therefore does it have an active service component 

beyond keeping the society secrets and acknowledging other society members.  Its primary function is to 

enforce social order among the members of the warrior society and the community in general.  It is requiring 

that a participant be an adult in their Afrakan community and battle their negative, internal deficiencies.  

The benefit of the oath is that participants gain ancestral support for themselves and their blood lineage, 

and they recognized by ancestral forces as an active member of the living Afrakan community. 

After this ritual is done, participants will receive a warrior fetish necklace.  This necklace is composed of 

red, white and black beads with hematite, garnet and wolfclaw. It is symbolic of the person being a claw on 

a paw which is part set of paws that is part of a pack.  It amplifies and enhances the ancestral support 

received, gives a measure of protection and open the door to bringing a participant’s animal totem closer.  

It is not necessarily fed at the first level (unless the student has already received ancestral ritual thus 

“grounding” them), but can attuned and given a charge by the Mene Aqku (stable light) Kia system.  

 

Ancestral fighting staffs  

72 inch made of Red Elm wood with an optional basic spiral, groove up the body. It is associated with 

endurance, fertility, horticulture, passage thru death and phases of life, rebirth, and invocation. It adds 

stability, grounding, and focus to spell working. Taping it is symbolic of proclaiming membership and 

calling of spiritual host. The staffs’ primary functions are to invoke family ancestors (Egun) or warrior 

ancestor (Sheps-akua-hat) and to dispel negative sprites. It is also to be use in training to develop/enhance 

owner Num/ki projection ability and as tool/weapon in dream travel & astral projection.   

 

 

Sword Oath Ritual  

In this ritual, the connection between the warriors and Warrior 

Egun-gun is strengthened.  In this way, the participant is put on 

the warrior’s path with Warrior Egun-gun’s help, guidance and 

support.  The pre-requisite for this is a black belt equivalent 

standing, or having been a fireman with three year’s (minimum) 

experience.  The sword is received on one level as a symbolic 

representation of the warrior’s commitment to serve his clan, community and congregation.  Secondly the 

sword represents the penalty for failing to fulfill one’s obligation.  Thirdly the sword acts like a sprite blade, 

and the participant also can use it as a dream blade as their yogic skills deepen. Most solemnly this 

symbolizes the responsibility to take like in the selfless service of greater communal good. Lastly, the sword 

better enables Warrior Egun-gun to fight on behalf of the participant. The oath usually requires the user to 

be a Black belt equivalent.  

 

  



Scared Warrior Bundle (Jaogun Atroi)                                                       

This item is a personal ancestral warrior shrine. It is similar to the Yoruba 

Egunegun bundle.  It is composed of sacred woods wrapped in a bundle 

with herbs, medicines and fetish items. It comes in varieties: Diasporic 

embalm and Full Traditional shrine. The Diasporic bundle is made from 

Ewe Atori vii(Yoruba or Mar Pacifico-Spanish) and also integrates Native 

American medicine elements. It is considered the lesser or personal bundle. These shrines may have 

usually only a single eleki associated with them. Members who have enshrined their bundle usually use 

these elekis. The age minimum is 18 to receive it. Members who have received this often (in ceremony or 

ritual event) wear a red cloth wrist band on the left arm indicated them as a “living hand” of ancestral will 

and have a red scarf on left shoulder symbolic of ancestral forces supporting them. Via regular meditation 

and invocation this item help connect the owner with both their personal family ancestor’s ancestral 
warrior force as allies, guides and teachers. It can with practice act as a bridge and buffer to other forces, 

particularly elementals. (those intrested in leaning element magic.  These bundles may be enshrined or 

elevated and used to consecrate a space like a training hall in a Shule or used by a properly scratched and 

initiated Mfundi(Upatano) /Mtutfundi (or above) to {blood} oath in new members.  It can also be used in 

other rituals such as invocations and cleanings. Traditional (full) bundles are considered major shrines 

that focus on schools and system-wide cohesions and functions. These shrines usually have multiple 

elekis(sacred beades) and personal bundle associated with them and when elevated may be used to scratch 

and fully initiate members (provided a knowledgeable and properly initiated operator is facilitating rites). 

Usually only Malengas(with in Upatano) /Mkalenga  and Mfundishis(with in Upatano)/ Mpafundishi have 

a full traditional sacred warrior bundle. 

 

Captain Scratch to Warrior Egun-gun 

The pre-requisite for this level is third Dan equivalent, and or a full instructor rank (thought sometime give 

to strong social “warrior” leaders).  This initiation is intended for martial practitioners who have leadership 

responsibility or life-or-death practice in the service of Afrakan people.  This initiation brings the medicine 

of Warrior Egun-gun directly and permanently into the body and spirit of the practitioner.  This helps one 

to overcome enemies and issues, both internal and external.  This is considered “strong medicine.” Members 

who have received this or higher scratch often (in ceremony or ritual) wear a red raffia arm band on the left 

arm indicated them as a “strong arm” of ancestral will (Jagungun fun Awon babalawa – warrior for the 

ancestors).  

 

Elemental “warrior” scratch initiation  

This initiation presents the warrior to the energies of the elements as well as plant medicine and tree 

spirits. The purpose here is to build spiritual allies that the warrior can use to advanced their elemental 

practices and in a time of need. This also expands the warrior's consciousness and opens them up to paths 

of mysticism wizardry and/or priesthood. This initiation is usually see at senior Mtu Fundi or senior fundi 

(fourth dan) 

 

Harm none and self-sacrifice 

Many of these warrior rituals involve blood and animal sacrifice. There is however an alternate have of 

using specific plants and herbs as well as the warrior initiate own blood to accommodate warriors who 

taken vows preventing them from unnecessary killing or sacrificing except only in self or community 

defense.  

 

Oath of Scales initiation 

This Rite formally bonds and announced the warrior as a defender of Maat. In this right initiate will 

receive a ring and a concentrated emblem of Maat. Usually a fighting horse whisk. This rite is usually also 

accompanied (but doesn’t require) receiving the rite of knife.   



   

Additional Rites & Vestment 

                                                     
 

 

The Fighting Horsehair Fly-Whisk Explained 

 

A fly-whisk is a tool to swat or disturb flies; however, it is also used as a status symbol of regalia in some 

cultures.  From West Africa to East Africa the fly-whisk is used as a symbol of authority and/or status, and 

in East Africa it has been used by leaders as a device for blessing.  Traditional healers in Tanzania, known 

as Zaramo waganga use them while performing cleansing rituals. 

  

Besides being used practically, the fly-whisk can be used combatively.  When used in this manner, it can 

deflect objects and the whisk in particular obscures and distracts. In ancient Khemet, the deity Maat was 

iconically associated with a feather and an ostrich plume represented it.  High-ranking officials carried this 

plume, and it was symbolic of their service to Maat.  When Khemet fell, the ostrich plume became 

transliterated and expressed as the horsehair fly-whisk all across Africa and into Asia. 

  

In the Upatano tradition, the fly-whisk is considered the hand of Maat and a representation of the symbolic 

“sweeping away” of ignorance.  In the Upatano tradition the fly-whisk is also martially emblematic of the 

refined martial skill of an advance practitioner which is flowing, undulating and often deceptive.  The 

Upatano tradition synchronizes it with the feather of Maat and Maatic leadership.  The attainment of this 

horse whisk reflects the user’s advance martial skill, presence of spiritual power and initiation into the 

sacred rites of Maat and the warrior Egunegun/Shepu Akhu.  These initiatory rites align the practitioner 

with the mystic truths and divine authority of Maat and commitment to upholding her principles.  Malengas 

or Mkalengas usually receives this talisman in the Upatano tradition.  Malengas are viewed as primarily 

vessels of the divine authority under the guidance of Mfundishi (grandmaster), and carry the horsehair fly-

whisk.  It is usually seen in tandem with a Oguns cutlass/machete or a sword or dagger of justice (akan) 

and/or the Celestial sword of Heru Ur (Khemetic) 

  



 

Maat initiatory structure 

 
Wall relief of Maat in the eastern upstairs part of the temple of Edfu, Kemet 

 

Maat is a complementary force.  It affects the use of other forces. 

 

1)      It measures if an action or situation is in divine right 

2)      In combination with works it adjust the work to be the most balanced and in the highest accord 

3)      Secondary it migrated and/or negates negative effect on the caster if the work is reverse back 

4)      This enhances the effect of justice works (since they are aligning with heaven and the universe) 

5)      Particularly supports light work (Kung-Ra), healing works, wind/air work, and ancestral sprite work 

  

Scratch (as an allied force) 

Usually receive by warrior (who have no need for carrying pots, other bulky shrines) 

Here the force is mostly a guide for the action of the recipient augmenting their intuitive sense of justice 

and divine correctness. It augments the “heart” Oracle helping the receiver to sense the rightness of their 

action if the if he takes a moment to contemplate the act.  It gives no direct means of expression of the 

force of Ma’at itself.   However, it can affect what the user is able to project beyond their physical actions 

to adjust what the user can project or cast. This supported warrior and other leaders in 'Spirit of Ma'at' in 

their private lives as well as their work. Receiving this is formally duty bound one to adhere, preserve and 

defend the Spirit of Ma´at which is wise because the initiation brings those forces around and on the 

person. (This also means good luck and fortune to those operating in divine order) 

  

Scratch and Emblem (whisk) 

With an emblem the initiate gains a focus to express Maat thought, i.e., to cast with. It is presented and 

interpreted as a tool of blessing i.e. putting things in order but in an adversarial world that is a matter of 

perceptive. The emblem works particularly well with healing magic, air magic, and ancestral sprites 

works. Emblems may be used those who are scratched to, or have a Maat shrine (but not just an alter).   

  

Full Shrine 

The full shrine encases the force of Ma'at. There are various levels of the ritual the owner performs based 

on his/her level.  There also other associated items with the shrine based on the level of reception. Priest 

receiving this may receive it without the scratch, in that the shrine comes with its own binding processes. 

 

 

  



 

                                                                                        
 

The Flail (Nekhakha) Explained 

 

A flail is an agricultural tool used for threshing to separate grains from their husks.  This was a common 

tool used in agrarian societies, and came in various shapes and sizes.  The shape and size would be 

determined by the actual use – small flails were used for tiny grains (couscous) and larger flails were used 

for larger grains (barley and kamute).   

 

An alternative use for the flail was as an improvisational weapon; oftentimes farmers would have to use 

their agricultural tools for defense since they lacked traditional weaponry.  This practice was done 

throughout Asian, European and African cultures.  When used in combat, the flail is able to swing around 

a shield and can circumvent most blocking techniques.  In Asia the flail has become iconically associated 

with the noonchuck, while in Europe the peasant’s grain flail evolved into the footmen’s flail and the shorter 

horsemen’s flail for mounted warriors.   

 

In ancient Khemet, the flail was called a nekhaba.  It would often be seen in tandem with a crook & flail (a 

crook is a shepherd’s staff). The flail symbolizes the Pharaoh's role as provider of food for his community. 

 

In the Shule, we symbolically use the flail’s traditional association with grain and agrarian leadership to 

represent sovereignty.  We understand political and economic sovereignty as the collective extension of 

the warrior concept of self-reliance and self-sufficiency, which facilitate self-preservation.  This symbol 

of economic leadership represents at least seven years of running one’s school in service of the 

community.  It’s a way of differentiating martial skill from economic and/or martial leadership and 

skill.  We synchronize it with the deity Heru Ur and the outstretched flail is emblematic of the group 

being under the protection and/or leadership of wing of the deity. In our tradition this icon is almost only 

seen with grandmasters/war chiefs/regents or Nswt (Khemtic king). (These are the only people usually 

responsible for feeding or defending a community)   

   

 

  



 

 

 
Ya Ngumi stool of Dr. Maulana Karenga 

 

The Stool 

The stool is traditionally symbolic of a chieftain’s leadership.  Stools can be found in various forms from 

East to West, North to South Africa.  Some are taller; some are shorter.  Often, stools are covered with the 

skin of a lion or leopard representing the mastery of the animal self as the lower self under the wisdom of 

the spirit of who sits in the stool (same concept as in the Neb Hu, “The Sphinx”).   Warrior chief stools are 

believed to house the spirit of warriors living, dead and yet to be born sworn to service.  In the Upatano 

system, it is said that receiving a stool, “firmly plants one,” so that one can lead.  In the Upatano tradition 

this stool is also emblematic of the stability of the master and his teachings. The Upatano Grand Master 

Stool connects and plants the recipient in a warrior and kingly linage, both empowering and binding them 

by principles and precepts of this tradition’s warriorship model.  The stool itself carries the middle symbol 

of Akoben, Akoben being the war horn, speaking to the responsibility of the owner to prepare, make ready 

and lead in time of war.  Its symbolic meanings include unity, stability, organization, government, and 

authority and ruler ship of law.  In the Upatano system, a stool is ONLY received by a grand master 

(Mfundishi / Mpafundshi) in a ritual including four of his officers in an enstoolment ceremony.       

 
Ya Ngumi stool of Dr. Maulana Karenga 

 

 

  



 

  

Appendix 1: The Neter Montu  

“Montu is the warrior deity of ancient Egypt. He is the Neter that governs the principles and practices of 

classical Nile Valley warrior art traditions. Montu is the "patron" deity of soldiers and military science in 

ancient Egypt. His iconography is unique; he is depicted as the falcon head of Heru upon which rests the 

solar disk of Ra with the double Urat and the plumes of the transcendent deity Amun/Amon . Montu came 

to prominence during the successive reign of the Mentuhoteps kings during the eleventh dynasty of the 

Middle Kingdom. During the reign of the Amenemhet kings of the twelfth dynasty, Montu was adopted as 

the 'Son' of Amun and absorbed into the Amun Tradition. The Kushite kings Taharqa and Piankhy of the 

twenty-fifth dynasty reinvigorated the Montu tradition in their quest to reunify the Nile Valley in the eighth 

century BCE. The Montu tradition was a distinctively 'Southern' temple-cult that provided the warrior 

culture that defended Egypt and protected its political unification. 

  

The tradition of Montu was regionally located in Upper Egypt where there were four temples dedicated to 

his ritual practices and martial systems. The two Montu temples that were adjacent to the two largest 

religious structures in the world were the temples of Karnak and Luxor. The solar disk with the double urat 

upon the falcon head identifies that Montu is actually of Nubian influence. Egyptologists, Nubiologists, and 

Khemetologists have long confirmed that the single Uraeus was the insignia of "Egypt proper," whereas the 

double Uraeus was the royal symbolism of Ancient Nubia. This means that Montu is technically an Egypto-

Nubian deity. This is not surprising considering that Upper Egypt and Lower Nubia were the birthplace of 

dynastic culture and civilization, and both regions shared a similar cultural milieu. In fact, the Mentuhoteps 

and Amenemhet kings of the Middle Kingdom were of royal families from the region of Elephantine, a 

region that shares borders with both lower Nubia and upper Egypt. In the famous Prophecy of Neferti, King 

Amenemhet I is described as “Ameny, the Son of a Nubian Woman” who will be the Savior of Egypt and 

will restore order in the “Two Lands”[19]. On the walls of the tomb of this Nubian-Khemetic king are over 

200 illustrations of warriors engaging in empty-hand combat, wrestling, kicking, boxing, and archery. No 

doubt the famous Beni-Hasan tombs, as they are popularly called, reflect the warrior practices of the ancient 

Montu temples, of which the Amenemhet kings were strict devotees. These representations are also the 

earliest documentation of human beings engaging in martial arts. Montu martial philosophy based upon the 

deity's iconography and symbolism reveals a comprehensive and holistic approach to the warrior arts. 

Montu warrior arts require that one's progression of development be cyclical, moving from the internal to 

the external and back to the internal only to repeat the process again. This means that becoming a perfect 



warrior requires spiritual and physical discipline and constant interplay between these two dimensions of 

our being. The Amun plumes of Montu's iconography symbolize the hidden aspects of life. Amun teaches 

us that the source of our life -- that is, our consciousness, will, and physical capabilities -- are immaterial 

and eternal. Amun, or 'hiddenness,' is the fundamental reality of life itself. Amun is also the fundamental 

reality of human existence. As it manifests in the human sphere, Amun is our mind at rest in deep meditation 

where the mind is only conscious of consciousness. Ra, the solar disk with the double Uraeus, represents 

the creative force of the universe. Ra is the generative, operative, and motivating force of life. In the 

philosophical tradition of Heliopolis, Ra (Annu) is the Creator of all things that brings itself into being from 

a state of primordial nothingness. Ra is the generation of creative power from a state of stillness and 

inactivity. Ra, the creative force, can be cultivated in the human being through proper breathing and 

meditation, dance and exercise, and dietary practices -- thus enhancing one’s vital energy. 

  

Another example of this practice in Africa is the 'Num Tchai' dance and the cultivation of the healing energy 

kia among the Kung people of Southern Africa in the nation of Namibia. There are similar practices among 

the Chinese in their cultivation of chi.. Heru, the falcon-headed deity, is always a symbol of dominion in 

ancient Egypt and Nubia. Heru represents our desire to assert and focus our consciousness and will toward 

the accomplishment of a particular objective. Heru is the mediator between the physical and the spiritual 

dimensions of life. He is a symbol of intuition and higher vision and is the equalizing force of justice and 

the destroyer of disorder and falsehood. Heru represents leadership, protection, triumph, and sovereignty. 

In summary, Amun, Ra, and Heru form the basic philosophy of Montu Warrior Arts. These three aspects 

of Neter are also the basis of our sacredness and divinity. These deities provide the formula for discovering 

Neter in ourselves and in all of life. Our 'hidden,' immaterial nature is still and inactive, yet it is the source 

of our creative power, and when willfully and consciously applied to a particular objective, we can attain 

triumph over the greatest obstacles.” ~Heru Ankh Amon, Montu Essay [20] 

 

 
 

 



 
i Shaha Mfundishi Maasi is the Mzee (elder) and co‑founder of Kupigana Ngumi and of the Federation 

which bears its name. The Shaha studied a wide variety of combat arts and disciplines, beginning his 

formal training in 1959 in the USMC. Having studied and trained with several of the most prominent 

masters in the martial world including James Cheathum and Dr Maung Gyi, he distinguished himself 

through his mastery of the way of the warrior/scholar. This warrior/priest has dedicated his life to the 

realization of the "Warrior Way" as a vehicle to self‑mastery and enlightenment.  He developed the 

Ulimwengo style with the Moyo Kazi Chanzo, which is noted for its martial spirit and high level of 

Afrikan authenticity. 
 
ii A world reknowned Akan  priest and master craftsman, Baba Ishangi was a traditionalist, folklorist, 

Afrikan dancer, traditional martial artist, percussionist, choreographer, yoga instructor, lecturer on 

Afrikan philosophy, culture, history, and the arts; storyteller, sculptor, nutritionist, poet, family counselor 

and spiritual advisor. He was a cultural and spiritual advisor to members of the Ngumi movement and 

formally advised to the Ngumi Federation.  
 
iii Kilindi Iyi is the creator of the Ta-merrian Insitute system of martial arts. He is one of the best-known 

Afrikan martial artists because of his many presentations, videos, articles, and essays in works on the 

African Presence in Early Asia.[30] Colleague to many of the leaders of the Ngumi movement, his 

teaching and research influenced the movement. Kilindi is known for his excellent skill at grappling, 

close-quarter fighting, stick fighting and animal fighting. 
 
iv http://ankobea.org/altr/ 

Nation building is by definition an inter-generational matter. 

ALTR Mission 
Ankobea, Inc. has developed a rigorous seven day program of leadership training that allows serious and capable young 

Afrikans to have the opportunity to interact with their elders and to engage each other in the study of Nationbuilding. 

They will explore the areas of spirituality, family, history, traditional Afrikan culture, morality and ethics, liberation 

psychology 

Participants must… 
▪ be 19 to 32 years of age 

▪ Participants must have a minimum of two consecutive years of involvement with an Afrikan centered institution. 

▪ Participants must attend the previous Sankofa Conference. 

Participants must also submit the following items: 
▪ Completed Application 

▪ Two written character references with recommendations regarding leadership potential and/or talents 

▪ Statement of Health 

▪ Participant Statement of Purpose 
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v 

Egbe articulation 

Curriculum: fundamentals of ancestral veneration level 1 v3.2 

This set of teachings is designed to support the intake and orientation of Egbe members in general are 

around the organizations primary charter and core mission objectives and initiatives. It's primarily focused 

on a singular individual and how to improve that individual’s relationship with ancestral family. {Egun 

practitioner level} 

Seq Chap lesson pre Topic  Time Post  group Theme 
1 1a 1  Ancestral Egbe History 

Shakara priestly Bio 

.5 

.5 

Pub Org orientation 

3 1c 1  Protocol ,etiquette  & initiation .1 Pub people orientation 

2 1b 1  Egbe Charteri 1 Pub org orientation 

4 1d 2  What is an ancestral priestii 

Egungun, Masquerade, function &Possession 

.5 

.5 

Pub concept  

    Names of “god” words of power     

6 2a 5  Cosmology & mojubas & libations (prayer)iii 

intercessions & Enemies of man 1 

1 Private practice Cosmology 

& belief 

7 2b 2  Major diasporic & continental spiritual systems 

history migrationiv and comparison (Olmec) 

.75 Private Concept  history 

16 2c 6 Cos Diaspora, Ethnicity & African identity  

Why we chose  a Yoruba model v 

.1  Concept ritual 

9 2d 3  Egbe social spiritual hierarchy and types and 

paths of spirituality vi 

1.5 Private org Social 

structure 

 3   Faith and human cyle      

10 3a 4  We believe in Odumari ,issesi & the convent vii 1.5 Private practice Cosmology 

& belief 

8 3b 3  Mystic maturity rites  

Ancestral memory & gender archetypes rituals 

..5 

.5 

Pub sev  

12 3c 5 Cos Altar & shrine creation & 

Sprite parts 9 glass of water lesson 

.5 Private practice Cosmology 

& belief 

14 3d 6 Cos Pan African white table- Iko joto 

Bembe & Ritual etiquette   

.5 

 

.5 

Private Concept ritual 

         

    Practices     

20 4a 7  Week 7( 6 lesson test) & discussion after  .5  Midterm   

21 4b 8 alter Sprite money work lvl1 .5 Private practice Doing  

21 4c 8 alter Kole nut pray & adiums .5 Private practice Doing 

21 4d 8 alter Egun songs & praise &prayer .1 Private practice  

    Staff meaning used and function in ritual and 
tradition 

    

    Divination & resurrection & reincarnation     

35 5a 11 alter Obi divination 1.5  practice DestinyDiv  

36 5c 10 Div Root reading process viii .5 Pub sev  

 5b   Ancestral elevation, reincarnation/path     

 5d 14  Birth reading & incarnation objective .5 Pub sev  

    Holy days and celebration events      

22 6a 9  Holy days/precession of equinox, great year 

cycle: Reading of the year  

year’s 4 quarterix  solstice & xmas full ritex 

.5 Private Concept Holy days  

23 6a 9  The Odunde Festival 

Tributes to ancestorsxi 

.5 

.5 

Pub event Holy days 

24 6b 9  Egun songs par 2 1 Private practice  

26 6c 10  Egun songs part 3 1 private practice  

30  10  African art & mask& spiritual expression     1 Pub evnt  

    Christaniaty      

38 7a 13 Cos2 African origins of Christian xii & modern 

Christianity  

1 Private Concept Christdom 

 7b   Amon worship & Masonry 1   Christdom 

37 7c 12 div Jewish public community sacrifice - Kaparosxiii .5  practice Christdom 

 7d   Cleaning & asobo ,enemies of man pt 2 &     

    Oaths & binding rites     
 



 

 
 
vi Mtut is sourced khemtically as M- one tut reflection of for example Pharaoh tut-ankh-Amen name means  living 

reflection/example of Amen. The practice is based on our interpretation of a core khemtic bantu logistic & cultural connection   
vii Ewe Atori is the substitute for ewe Teo mode :guabino hierba hedionda :spanish 


